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with the data, relevant statistics are extracted using machine
learning techniques, which have been widely explored for
the last decade. Popular methods for gesture recognition that
have been applied include Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). Such analysis has
already been performed for several sports, e.g. ice hockey [4]
or rowing [5], where data of body-worn IMUs is being
processed.
Specifically for tennis, the machine learning methods detect and classify a basic set of shot classes such as forehand,
backhand, or serves [6], [7], [8], [9]. With the combination
of inertial and visual sensing a high accuracy of greater than
90% [10] can be achieved. To gain additional insight into
other parameters such as fatigue and endurance, others added
physiological sensors to capture vital signs of the player such
as heart and respiration rate [11]. The same authors also use
inertial sensing - combining accelerometer, gyroscopes, and
magnetometer - to detect the occurrence of shots [12]. The
authors of [13] use three gyroscopes (chest, upper arm, wrist)
to assess and classify the particpants’ skills during a serve.
Beyond academic research, a few devices have been made
commercially available. The most prominent ones are certainly Babolat Play1 and Sony Smart Tennis Sensor2 . Here,
an IMU with a wireless transmitting device is attached or
integrated on the racket and data is sent to a smartphone for
further analysis.

Abstract— Wearables find in sports one of their main applications. In recent years, many wearable devices have been
commercially released such as the Babolat Play or Sony
Smart Tennis Sensor that detect and classify different types
of tennis shots and provide a performance analysis to the
player. However, available devices focus on a single technical
element of tennis only - the shot. As tennis performance is the
result of a full body coordination and timing of the movement,
the present work wants to take a broader view at the tennis
player performance and include the simultaneous work of legs
and arms with the goal to time elements of movement. We
design a sensor system with three inertial measurement units,
one attached to each foot as well as one at the racket. We
develop a pipeline to detect and classify leg and arm movement
and implement a gesture recognition for the shooting arm
based on LCSS (longest common subsequence). The algorithm
distinguishes between forehand and backhand (with topspin
and slice, respectively) as well as a smash. Footwork is first
segmented into potential steps and then classified by a support
vector machine between shot and side steps. In the persondependent case the algorithm achieved 87% recall and 89%
precision. The step recognition algorithm has been able to detect
76% of the steps with a classification accuracy of 95%. Based
on these results timing information within the shooting state can
be robustly obtained which is crucial for a thorough analysis
of the whole shot.

I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding a player’s state of motion performance in
sports is crucial to identify the shortcomings and to improve
the technique. Analyzing video recordings which are often
used for playback in professional training to assess the
player’s performance are a tedious and time-consuming task.
Not only professionals profit from a more efficient analysis
during their day-to-day training, but it can also support
amateur players to gain insight into their skill level and
understand aspects for improvement. Static systems based
on image and video analysis have the advantage of high
accuracy, but have a high setup cost and are not flexible
with regard to location. Quite often also an expert user of
the system is required.
With advances in microelectronics, wearables recently
gained significant attention in commercial applications in
healthcare [1], entertainment [2], or sports [3]. Available
as a commodity device, they became popular in the sports
area. During the performance of the sports, detailed data
about limb rotation velocity, acceleration, and orientation can
be captured at high frequency rates. Making the wearer’s
activity visible, their application promises to make sports
analysis more efficient. In order to not overwhelm the user

Fig. 1: Capturing coordination of hitting arm along with the
footwork of the player with three IMUs.
Surprisingly, none of the previous work in research nor
in product development have been considering the footwork
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as integral part of the gameplay, although influencing the
overall performance [14].
Orchestration of the body posture, i.e. timing foot steps
and the arm gesture, is paramount for a successful shot.
Especially for beginners timing and coordinating different
body parts is a challenge. Therefore, we take a broad view
on the body coordination in this work. We extend to a simple
sensor setup that is able to capture a shot and the timing of
arm and foot coordination leading to the shot (Figure 1).
We present a pipeline to (1) detect and classify the type of
the shot, and (2) detect left and right foot steps. Finally the
system visualizes the shot and step detections on a timeline
with timing information to the user. This can help the player
to understand how well the timing of his footwork is aligned
with the racket swing.
In the next Section II we present the different types of
shots and steps that shall be recognized. In Section III we
detail the sensor system as well as the classification pipeline
and evaluate our approach in Section IV. We also show a
potential application view that can be displayed to the user
based on the system described in this paper.

Other shot types such as volleys, half-volleys, drop shots and
flat shots which are less common were not included in this
first study.
B. Step classes
For the footwork we defined two different classes of steps:
• Shot steps - Basic forward-like steps when approaching
the ball and stepping through the ball during a shot,
these can also be cross steps.
• Side steps - More rapid sideways foot movements,
normally parallel to the net.
The step classes resemble the basic movements during a
regular tennis match. This useful technical information allows to identify how well the player has approached the
ball before each shot and if the player has performed the
sidestepping back to his home position after each shot.
III. S ENSING AND R ECOGNITION S YSTEM
To capture the movement of tennis players, we employed
a wearable system capturing motion data of locomotion and
shot movement. We feed the data into two separate classifiers
to detect and classify shots and footwork into the categories
described in previous section II.

II. T ENNIS M OVEMENT T YPES

A. Sensor setup

In tennis a variety of shot types exist, depending on the
player’s position on the court and his direction to the ball.
Moreover, as the footwork influences the nuances of the shot,
we selected relevant movement types around the execution of
the shot. Most of the recent work has been done to identify
high-level shot types, i.e. distinguish between a forehand
and backhand shot [9], [12]. In this work, we want to focus
also on classifying the shots in more detail by discriminating
between a topspin and a slice ball. We are also not aware
of any works where the steps around a shot and their timing
with regard to the shot have been investigated at all. Here,
we present a relevant sub selection of classes during the
gameplay both for arm and footwork, and which we focus
on in the recognition phase in Section III.

We designed a wearable sensor system which is easy to apply. As sensors, we selected commercially available EXLs33
IMU modules. They have a weight of 22 g and feature 3-axis
accelerometer, 3-axis gyroscope and 3-axis magnetometer
and allow a sampling rate of up to 200 Hz. During our data
recording, the data is sampled from the accelerometers with
a range of ±16 g and from the gyroscopes with a range of
±500 dps. The data is immediately transmitted wirelessly via
Bluetooth to a data capturing device (in our case a laptop)
where it is timestamped to ensure a synchronization between
the data streams of the three sensors. The data is then postprocessed through Matlab.

A. Shot classes
Five different classes of shot strokes shall be recorded and
detected:
•

•

•

•

•

Forehand Topspin (FH-TS) - Brushing over the ball with
the racket and thus giving it forward spin from the
player’s dominant side.
Forehand Slice (FH-SLICE) - Carving the ball with the
racket and thus giving it backspin from the player’s
dominant side.
Backhand Topspin (BH-TS) - Brushing over the ball
with the racket and thus giving it forward spin from
the player’s non-dominant side.
Backhand Slice (BH-SLICE) - Carving the ball with the
racket and thus giving it backspin from the player’s nondominant side.
Smash (SMASH) - Hitting the ball above the head with
a serve-like motion from the player’s dominant side.

Fig. 2: Placement of EXLs3 IMU sensor on tennis racket.
We use one sensor to capture the shot type by taping it to
a standard tennis racket (Babolat Pure Drive) in a way that
it is unobtrusive to the player (Figure 2). The low weight
of the sensor does not influence the feeling or handling of
the tennis racket (weight: 317 g). It was observed that a
3 http://www.exelmicroel.com/eng electronic medical-wearabletechnology-exl-s3 module.html
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firm connection between racket and sensor is vital to the
quality of the obtained data, to accurately detect the moment
of the shot and achieve a correct measurement of acceleration
values. Additionally two more sensors are attached to either
shoe of the player, to gather data on the movement of the
feet (Figure 3). For a future commercial product a complete
integration of the sensors into racket and shoes could be
envisioned. This would mitigate any risk of misplacement
of the sensors and resulting wrong orientation in case the
sensors would be placed manually on the body of the player.

C. Step detection and classification
Angular velocity [a.u.]

a) Raw gyroscope data

Time [a.u.]

Magnitude [a.u.]

b) Magnitude of gyroscope data

Time [a.u.]

Magnitude [a.u.]

c) Magnitude with initial segmentation

Time [a.u.]

Magnitude [a.u.]

a) Magnitude with reﬁned segmentation

Time [a.u.]

Fig. 4: Segmentation of segments of interest for classifying
foot movement. a) raw gyroscope signal of side steps, b)
magnitude of the gyroscope signal, c) initial segmentation of
magnitude using minimal peaks (dashed line), d) the refined
segments (highlighted) by growing stationary segments.

Fig. 3: Placement of two EXLs3 IMU sensors on shoes.

B. Shot detection and classification
We want to be able to extract the timing information of the
shot, i.e., information about the entire movement sequence
for performing a shot. For classifying the shot movement we
employ a LCSS (Longest Common Subsequence) algorithm.
LCSS [15], [16] is an algorithm for obtaining the similarity
measure of two curves. It is similar in its principle to
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) in that it provides a way
to find the best non-linear alignment of two sequences.
The main advantage of LCSS over DTW is that it is more
robust against outliers or noise in the data. In addition to
this, this algorithm also addresses data recorded at different
sampling rates or having different speeds, similar motions in
different space regions, different sequence lengths and can
be used online. We use 3D-gyroscope data from the tennis
racket (Figure 2). Initial experiments showed that during
play movement, the gyroscope signal is more suitable than
accelerometer data, as it allows to separate shot movements
more clearly. Before applying LCSS we first symbolize, i.e.
we discretize the data, using a kMeans algorithm. As a
result of the similarity measurement of the cluster assignment
timeseries, we obtain a similarity score for segments voting
for a specific class. Since detected potential segments can
overlap the same actual segment, we perform a simple
non-maxima-surpression by simply selecting that returned
segment with the highest similarity score, which overlaps
the ones with a lower score.

To classify the type of steps performed during playing,
we capture gyroscope data from a foot mounted sensor
(Figure 3). We first segment a continuous stream of gyroscope data by step detection. Obtained motion segments between steps - are fed into a binary classifier to classify
the steps types previously described, shot steps and side
steps. To identify steps we make use of a technique in
deadreckoning [17], [18]. Usually acceleration data can be
used to robustly detect steps, i.e., zero-velocity moments, in
which the foot rests on the ground. However, as in tennis the
foot moves quickly, stepping can be harder to detect using
accelerometers. Due to the spring behaviour in the signal and
the foot not resting sufficiently long, we switched to the data
of the gyroscope sensors (Figure 4a)), which experimentally
yielded improved performance. We identify these moments
of zero-velocity by first calculating the magnitude for the 3dimensional gyroscope signal (Figure 4b)). Then we apply
a peak detection algorithm4 to extract minima peaks. We
assume these peaks to represent the moments of the foot
being stationary on ground, which segment the data into
motion segments of interest (Figure 4c)). As the stream
of data can have elongated minima, e.g., while the player
is standing, we refine the motion segments. We grow the
4 peakdet.m
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Shots. In a first step, the recorded shots are evaluated
with a leave-one-out cross validation to identify the userdependency of the classification. Figure 5 shows the respective confusion matrices for each subject where subject #1 is
the left-handed player. It can be clearly seen that our pipeline
is strongly user-dependent. The accuracy for subject #1 is
0 % which can be expected as this subject performed the
shots left-handed. However, even if the cross-validation of
this subject is left out, the recall values for the remaining
subjects is around 60 %, meaning that a large fraction of
shots are not detected. The values for recall and precision are
0.49 ± 0.22 % and 0.49 ± 0.04 %, respectively. This allows
the conclusion that the implemented algorithm does not work
exceptionally well when trained with data from users that
are not part of the testing set and when the reference dataset
does not contain many subjects. Already small nuances in
the execution of a certain shot influence the classification
behaviour.

IV. E VALUATION
Based on the recognition pipeline described in the previous Section III, we separately evaluate the performance
of classifying shots and footwork respectively. To this end
we recorded a training session of several amateur and expert
players. We use common evaluation metrics such as precision
and recall.
A. Dataset
For the dataset four subjects recorded different shot
types, step types as well as complete shots. Three subjects
were right-handed male amateurs, whereas a fourth subject
was a left-handed male expert. The data collection was
divided into three main groups: racket swing recordings
(without any foot movement), foot movement recordings
(without any racket swing) and full shot recordings (using
the full body technique of approaching the ball, striking
it and returning to the initial position). Each of the five
shot types was repeated 10 times while the sensor was
attached to the opposite face of the racket where it hit the
ball. For the foot movement recordings, a single dataset
contained five steps for the shot steps and three steps
for the side steps, respectively, each repeated 10 times
as well. This leads to a total of 640 recorded steps (400
in the shot step class and 240 in the side step class).
The full shot with racket and foot data acquisition was
recorded three times per subject. Table I lists the shot and
step types together with the respective amount of repetitions.
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TABLE I: Data set composition with four different players
performing the given shots and steps.

Acc = 0.74

Subject #2

NaN

SMASH

Category

Acc = 0

Subject #1
FH-TS

Ground truth

Accuracy

stationary moments as in Figure 4d). As a result we obtain
segments of interest during which the foot is moving in air.
For these segments, we calculate common features such as
mean, variance or the spectral energy for both acceleration
and gyroscope data. We then feed these features into a
support vector machine for classification.

FH-TS FH-SLICE BH-TS BH-SLICE SMASH

Ground truth

Fig. 5: Shot classification results and respective accuracy
with leave-one-out cross validation for each subject (personindependent evaluation).
Nevertheless, an implementation scenario exists where
our system is trained with the data of a specific user that
will also be using it. We therefore evaluated the algorithm
in a second step where it is trained with user-dependent
data. A single shot of each class of each subject is selected,
removed from the testing dataset and instead used for the
training. The results in Figure 6 show a great increase in
the accuracy, reaching a value as high as 94 %. The values
for recall and precision are 87 % and 89 %, respectively.
Only parts of the backhand topspin shots are misclassified
as backhand slices which could also be attributed to an
imprecise execution of the shot during the data recording
session.

B. Results
The following paragraphs will describe and explain the
achieved results, first focusing on the shot classification,
subsequently the step classification before finally analyzing
a full shot composed of racket swing and steps.

Steps. Out of the 640 recorded steps, the foot movement
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Fig. 7: Step classification results for shot and side steps.

Fig. 6: Shot classification results with person-dependent
training and testing.

depicted with a dashed line at the time 0. Before the shot, the
player makes three shot steps towards the ball. An additional
shot step after hitting the ball is made when stepping through
with the swing of the racket and transferring the weight
forward. Subsequently, three side steps are made to return
to the initial position.
The recording shows a relatively long break after the
shot steps before starting with the side steps. This can be
attributed to the fact that the recording was not performed in
a game situation. In a real game, this timespan is expected
to be much shorter which the side steps starting immediately
after the completion of the shot.

detection algorithm was able to recognize 76 % as steps. The
side steps showed a detection ratio of 96 % while the shot
steps were only recognized as steps in 63 % of the cases.
This poor detection ratio for the shot steps can be attributed
to the subjects not making their steps distinct enough.
However, when feeding the detected steps in the classification algorithm, the resulting confusion matrix shows good
results (Figure 7). The overall accuracy of correctly classified
steps is around 95 %. These results are achieved by selecting
10 % of the data as training data and testing it on the
remaining samples.
As can be seen from Table II even a small amount of samples
for testing (1 %) already achieve a good accuracy of around
79 %. The best accuracy can be achieved when selecting
10 % of the data as training data. The good classification
results of the steps show that the steps are quite userindependent and individual differences in how a step is
performed do not have any significant influence on the
outcome.
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Complete shot. With the above classification of the shots
as well as the steps, a combination of the data as well as a
timing analysis is possible. This is depicted exemplarily for
one of the recorded full shots (racket swing as well as foot
work) of the left handed subject in Figure 8. The moment
when the racket hits the ball with a forehand topspin is
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TABLE II: Accuracy of step classification for different
number of steps used of training.
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Fig. 8: Example use case of full body tennis assistant with
annotated racket swing and steps, using the gyroscope data.
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V. CONCLUSION
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We presented a wearable sensor system consisting of
only three IMUs that allow to capture the racket and foot
movement of a tennis player. The recorded data can be used
to independently classify the type of shot as well as the type
of step of the player. We recorded and analyzed a data set
which consisted of four different players. It could be seen
that the data for the shots are highly user-dependent. With
a user-dependent approach where only a single shot of each
class was used for training, the accuracy could be raised
to 94 %. This leads to the conclusion that each of the four
players has his own distinct technique for a specific shot
which influences the classification behaviour. However, we
believe that with a larger dataset of more subjects, we will
be able to better cover the different variations in techniques
allowing for a user-independent approach. The step detection
on the other hand showed in a user-dependent analysis an
accuracy of 95 % which allows the conclusion that the steps
are similar across our subjects.
With these two classifications and a timing display of each
event, a simple tennis assistant can be set up. This assistant
allows to visualize when each single step as well as the shot
happened. From this, an expert player or the trainer of an
amateur player will be able to deduct and suggest improvements in the timing for each single shot type. With more
training data of expert players an app could be envisioned
that could automatically give recommendations on the timing
to the player without the need of an outside trainer analyzing
the shot.
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